)RNS]MRKXLISVHMREV]
Growing satisfaction with the basics of life focuses more on making the most
of the day-to-day and increasingly valuing the ordinary.
)ZIR FIJSVI XLI IGSRSQMG HS[RXYVR MR )YVSTI
ERHXLI97XLEXWXEVXIHMRXLIVI[IVIWIZIVEP
signals that more people in these regions were
WIIOMRK E PIWW GSQTPMGEXIH PMJI %W SRI TEVXMGMTERX
GSQQIRXIH³%JXIV½JX]]IEVWMREGSRWYQIVFYFFPI
maybe it is time we again focus on what is really
MQTSVXERX´ %PPMIH XS XLMW WSQI VIWIEVGL WLEVIH EX
SRI SJ XLI IEVP] [SVOWLSTW TSMRXIH XS E WLMJX MR
EXXMXYHIW )YVSTIMWKSMRKFEGOXSFEWMGW¯FYX[MXL
a twist. From restaurants to holidays, to the simple
HE]XSHE]EGXMZMXMIWPMOIGEXGLMRKEFYWMRHIZIPSTIH
societies there is notable momentum building towards
placing a greater value of the ordinary. As austerity
measures introduced into the same countries start
XS FMXI WSQI WII XLEX VEXLIV XLER ½KLXMRK EKEMRWX
the economic necessity, many will embrace the
opportunity to drop down a gear or two and enjoy
the simpler times. This is certainly not currently on
the radar in fast-growing emerging economies –
where more, not less, is often the priority for many
– but some see that this attitude shift may spread
as people embrace a more sustainable and more
holistic view of life.
At one level, this is fuelled by the continuing interest
in the past, albeit a rose-tinted view. Traditional
living in terms of values, design and food has been
a growing aspiration over the past few years. The
[MHIWTVIEHTSTYPEVMX]SJ7LEOIVOMXGLIRWXLIKPSFEP

WYGGIWWSJWMQTPI7GERHMREZMERERH.ETERIWITVSHYGX
design and the organic food phenomenon can all, in
varied ways, be seen as ingredients in enjoyment of
XLISVHMREV] )UYEPP] XLITSTYPEVMX]SJSVKERMWEXMSRW
WYGLEWXLI7GSYXWERHXLIIRXLYWMEWQJSVKVS[MRK
your own vegetables also point to a rising interest
MR XLI FEWMGW -R IPIQIRXW SJ WSGMIX] XSHE] WSQI
commentators see this as a counterpoint to
RYQIVSYWJEOI EVXM½GMEPERHZMVXYEP[SVPHWXLEX[I
EVIFIMRKTVIWIRXIH[MXL-REHHMXMSRXLIGSRXMRYIH
pressure to perform is seen by many as ‘an enemy of
LETTMRIWW´ ERHXLI]LEVOFEGOXSPIWWMRXIRWIXMQIW
&YX MR HSMRK XLMW TISTPI [ERX XS³GSRRIGX [MXL E
VIEWWYVMRK VIEPMX] MR E RSRVSQERXMGMWIH [E]´ ERH
often with elements of modern convenience mixed
MR7S[IGERJSVI\EQTPIWIIXLIVIXYVRXSGEQTMRK
holidays but with extra comforts: from Mongolian
]YVXW MR 7[MX^IVPERH XS IGSPSHKIW MR 4SVXYKEP ERH
VYWXMG ZMPPEKIW MR 7TEMR ³KPEQ GEQTMRK´ MW E KVS[MRK
vacation option. Within the online world we can
also see fascination in the everyday: already many
TISTPIYWI*EGIFSSO8[MXXIVERHTIVWSREPFPSKWEW
online diaries and record the most banal comments
[MXLERYRWIRXMQIRXEPJSGYWIZSOMRKE³RSXLMRKQYGL
LETTIRMRK´ZMI[SJXLI[SVPH
Following varied discussions, what appears to be on
the horizon for the next decade are two main shifts
MREXXMXYHIW¯ERMRGVIEWMRKFEGOPEWLEKEMRWXI\GIWW

`8LIJYXYVISJLETTMRIWW

As an increasing majority take
satisfaction in ‘lagom‘ or ‘just enough’,
people are beginning to focus on living
more sustainable lives.

GEQTMRK JSV I\EQTPI  FYX EPWS GSRWMHIV XLI [E]
JSSHERHHVMROGERFIQEHIQSVISVHMREV]]IXGER
FI KMZIR E TVIQMYQ ZEPYI EX XLI WEQI XMQI ¯ MX´W
perfectly possible to pay a small fortune for that
)RKPMWLWXETPISJWEYWEKIERHQEWLEXER]RYQFIVSJ
³KEWXVSTYFW´EGVSWWXLI&VMXMWLGSYRXV]WMHI

ERHEGLERKIMRXLITIVGITXMSRSJ³SVHMREV]´;LMPI
pay restraint, higher taxes and reduced access to
IEW]GEWLEGVSWW)YVSTIEVIRS[MRGVIEWMRKP]GIVXEMR
QER] FIPMIZI XLEX XLI FEGOPEWL EKEMRWX I\GIWW [EW
already building ahead of the austerity programmes
that governments are now implementing to reduce
HIFX %W ER MRGVIEWMRK QENSVMX] XEOI WEXMWJEGXMSR MR
³PEKSQ³ SV ³NYWX IRSYKL´ TISTPI EVI FIKMRRMRK XS
focus on living more sustainable lives and use tried
and trusted credentials, such as local and familiar, to
reinforce the relevance of what is the ordinary dayto-day.

&] WIZIVEPGSRWYQIVMRWMKLXI\TIVXWWIIXLEX
much higher value is expected to be placed on the
SVHMREV]ERH³TVIQMYQMWEXMSR´ MWSRIVSYXIXLVSYKL
which this can be expressed and communicated.
People already pay a premium for the more
EYXLIRXMGTVSHYGXSVI\TIVMIRGI0SSOMRKELIEHXLMW
could equally apply to the more basic alternatives.
‘Ordinary basic interactions are important for
many and connections become enhanced both by
QEOMRK XLIQ QSVI WTIGMEP ERHSV QSVI WMQTPI´
The disadvantage, of course, is that in the future the
³SVHMREV]´QE][IPPSRP]FIEGGIWWMFPIXSXLSWI[LS
are wealthy enough to pay for it.

&IGEYWI [I PMZI MR ER IZIV JEWXIVQSZMRK ERH IZIV
more virtual world, many more people are now
craving a familiar routine. Although there are many
FIRI½XWXSXLIMRGVIEWMRKP]GSRRIGXIH[SVPHMXQIERW
that our time does not need to be segmented in the
WEQI[E]WEWFIJSVI¯JSVI\EQTPIJI[ORS[PIHKI
[SVOIVW LEZI E RMRIXS½ZI NSF RS[EHE]W 8LMW
means, in its simplest form, many want to have a few
normal routines in place – having regular meeting
times, exercise programmes, social engagements and
so on. They do this because it is getting increasingly
HMJ½GYPXXS½X³RSVQEP´PMJIMRXSXLIHE]
A major consequence of this could be that many
[MPPWIIOXSKMZIXLISVHMREV]KVIEXIVZEPYI¯ERHMR
WSHSMRKSJGSYVWIQEOMRKMXPIWWSVHMREV]%VKYEFP]
this is already happening in some sectors (luxury

%TEVEPPIPMWWYIMW[LEXMWFIMRKXIVQIH³WPS[PY\YV]´
Fuelled partly by image and partly by the sustainability
agenda, high-end products and services are focusing
QSVI SR IRNS]MRK I\TIVMIRGIW JSV PSRKIV %W 1EVO
4LMPMTWSJ.EKYEVLMKLPMKLXIHMRLMWTSMRXSJZMI[SR
the future of transport:
“Luxury goods buyers, I believe, will want to have items
that are visually more discreet. At the height of the
credit crunch, shoppers on New York’s 5th Avenue were

Many will seek to give the ordinary
greater value – and in so doing, of
course, making it less ordinary!

)RNS]MRKXLISVHMREV]`

disguising their designer label purchases in brown bags –
and this may not be a short-term fad. In other markets,
[IEVIPIEZMRKXLIIVESJFY]MRKHMWTSWEFPI-/)%IWUYI
KSSHWERHWIIOMRKMXIQWXLEXSJJIVPSRKIZMX]ERHUYEPMX]
– a future heirloom perhaps. This is, in some ways, a
return to the values of previous generations.”
-J WPS[ PY\YV] WIIOW XS JYVXLIV TVSQSXI RSWXEPKME
XLIR EW SXLIV WIKQIRXW SJ XLI QEVOIX JSPPS[ SR
premiumisation of the ordinary may become even
more widespread.
A big question about enjoying the ordinary as a
long-term consumer shift is in its global vs. regional
WGSTI;IWXIVR)YVSTIMWWIIREWXLILIEVXPERHJSV
this, and some suggest that this is because it is in
;IWXIVR)YVSTI[LIVIIGSRSQMGKVS[XLMWWXEVXMRK
to plateau, society is increasingly comfortable with
MXWIPJERHERMRGVIEWMRKP]WIGYPEVTSTYPEXMSRMWXEOMRK
a more responsible, sustainable focus on life. The
7GERHMREZMERZMI[SJXLIMRXIVTPE]FIX[IIRTISTPI
and nature is often cited as a role model here but
QER]WIIXLMWWTVIEHMRKJYVXLIV³-R;IWXIVR)YVSTI

We are leaving the era of buying
HMWTSWEFPI-/)%IWUYIKSSHWERH
seeking items that offer longevity and
UYEPMX]

E HIWMVI JSV KVIEXIV WMQTPMGMX] ERH QSVI±QI² ERH
±YW²XMQIHVMZIWVIWYVKIRGIMRXLIWMQTPIIZIV]HE]´
7SQII\TIVXWLS[IZIVEPWSTSMRXXSWMQMPEVEXXMXYHIW
IQIVKMRK MR TEVXW SJ XLI 97 [LMPI SXLIVW JIPX XLEX
³IRNS]MRK XLI SVHMREV]´ MW PEVKIP] EFSYX EHSTXMRK
some core values that have somehow got lost in the
economic scramble of the last few decades.
Maybe, as some have argued, a less consumerist,
less consumption-based aspiration will evolve as a
KPSFEPEQFMXMSR8LI%QIVMGER(VIEQSJIGSRSQMG
prosperity leading to happiness could, by the end of
the decade, be replaced by a more pragmatic goal of
QEOMRKXLIQSWXSJ[LEX]SYLEZI
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